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Melville in Moby-Dick speaks of reality outracing apprehension.

Apprehension in the sense not of fear or disquiet but of

understanding…reality as too much for us to take in, as, for example,

the white whale is to much for the Pequod and its captain. It may be

that our new century is an awesomely complex white whale… 

is not as strange as it seems to invoke an intrepid whale at a time like

this. In the 19th century, ships launched from New England harbors

with rudimentary, no-nonsense technology to patrol the sea in search

of whales whose blubber was used to produce whale oil (actually liq-

uid wax), the ubiquitous illuminant of 19th century homes and businesses. The whale

was—and remains—an aggressively (and often illegally) pursued natural resource. 

If centers of gravity, technologies, and targeted resources have changed, the

relentless harvesting of natural resources is a driving force of the human condition

and is global enterprise. This time—our time—is characterized by a dependency on

oil (and other fossil fuels) to maintain a desired life style in developed nations. Vast

oil reserves in the Middle East and Africa are competitively and !ercely controlled.



expanding "oating continent of plastic particles. Reportedly the size of Texas, each

square mile has up to 46,000 pieces of plastic debris. In the quest for world oil, this

metastasizing petroleum-based domain is our “invisible culture”—the detritus,

trapped in ocean currents, of the cycle of material acquisition, product

development, consumer desire, and obsolescence. 

The consumerist economy lives by the turnover of commodities and is booming

when more money changes hands. Money changes hands whenever consumer

This increasingly unsustainable equation of supply (natural resources) and demand

(consumer needs) increasingly ignites global politics, regional and international dis-

putes, environmental degradation, and human displacement.  

Melville’s setting for his moral exegesis was the Atlantic Ocean, but in the 21st

century in Paci!c there is a great, scandalous epic of another kind. Immense, but

constitutively formless, neither apprehensible nor fully visible with common instru-

mentation, the Paci!c Gyre (or Great Paci!c Garbage Patch) is a meandering,



products are hauled to the dump. Accordingly, in a society of consumers the pursuit

of happiness tends to be refocused from making things or acquiring them to

disposing of them….

Z YG M U N T  B AU M A N

llen Driscoll’s work spans and connects a robust 19th century industrial

landscape, with urgent 21st century cultural, technological, and architectural

upheavals of the Middle East, the Niger Delta, the United States, and other

sites in rapacious development and resource exploitation. The work she 

creates conveys a history of optimism with the quiet inevitability of futility. She is

engaged in spaces of unrest—places of recognition and disbelief, the familiar and

the incommensurable. Her vast, tenuous, and translucent amalgamations, that

reference industrial, technological, and vernacular structures, are both !ercely

enterprising and awkwardly ine#cient. If tangibly insistent, the sprawling, often

madcap structures seem suspended in time. Heroically scaled infrastructures hover

unmoored—"oating and formless in a manner that is more meteorological and

ethereal than solid and situated. 

Ellen grew up in New England, witnessing common, if partial, evidence of both

agrarian and industrial landscapes that emerged in 18th and 19th century United

States. She still seeks out those spaces where democracy, progress, and unrepentant

entrepreneurialism meet and, often clash, in sites of utility and exploitation, disloca-





tion and abandonment.  I now live in Providence, Rhode Island. Most mornings I walk

in India Point Park on the northern edge of Narragansett Bay and the con"uence of

the Seekonk and Providence Rivers. The park’s bucolic grittiness re-enacts a late 18th

century landscape before the site became the principle port for Providence in the

19th century. There is scattered evidence of the once bustling harbor, its railroads,

and maze of piers constructed to receive and dispatch ships !lled with resources,

products, and people. I frequently think of Ellen’s deep fascination and sensitive

observations of post-agrarian, post-industrial, and technological landscapes and

how vividly and movingly they anneal human enterprise and expectations.

Anthropology, engineering, and material science scholar, W. David Kingery

studies technological systems—and how people think of them. Some systems are

industry focused (textiles, electronics, civil engineering, for example). Others focus

on the particular artifact or product, tracing its development from materials

acquisition and distribution, through design, manufacture, distribution, reception,

perception, use, and reuse and/or disposal. As Kingery suggests, in this classi!cation

of technology “the product is in the middle, and not at one end…It has more to

o$er in understanding how technology exists as a system within a society and the

central role of material culture.” 

Ellen has a peripatetic practice. Whether going to sites to observe and work or

reading and exploring places “virtually” in her studio, she is on a restless pursuit of

meaning in the complex cartography of resources, technology, consumption, and



elements, assembled, and glued and fastened into

ungainly, diaphanous structures that ambiguously span

centuries, architectural typologies, obsolete and emerg-

ing technologies, and our own experiences and

expectations. The ubiquitous, mundane plastic contain-

ers never entirely overcome their original banality, but

dismembered and recon!gured they capture light and

create spaces and passages of densities and translucen-

cies that invoke distant histories and paralyzing futures.

Not unlike the legendary and horrifying Paci!c Trash

Vortex, her work resists e$ortless encounters or con!dent apprehension. Her sculp-

ture hovers between visibility and invisibility, light and obscurity. The drawings, too,

are phantom-like—developed and eviscerated in layers of "uid applications, exqui-

site detail, and subtle juxtapositions. They captivate—and then slowly disclose

dissonances of insatiable desire and imminent, if unfathomable consequences. 

Unlike the “solid” modernity of the 20th century, Zygmunt Bauman describes the

contemporary world as “liquid modern”, characterized by experiences of "ux, shift-

ing boundaries, instable con!gurations, and rapid change that require agility,

adaptability, and spontaneous navigational skills. Ellen’s work invites us into  phan-

tom spaces of ambient conditions, time, and built form unfold and "ow into each

other creating environmental, temporal, and spatial conundrums. 

waste across three centuries in global locations including the Middle East, Africa,

and North America. She has a distinctive understanding of the particular textures of

place but, paradoxically, it is a challenge to situate or settle her discursive work in

speci!c geographical, temporal, and technological conditions. The intuitive intellec-

tual reach of her research germinates work that is constitutively elusive—tangible

yet indirect, speci!c and speculative. 

If perceptively and critically engaged in the narrative dimensions of complex and

unstable spatial and temporal worlds, her creative process is grounded, if not dedi-

catedly prosaic. She goes out mornings in her Brooklyn neighborhood to collect #2

plastic containers that she loops together in billowy bundles or long chains to haul

to her studio. The petroleum-based containers are cleaned, snipped into discrete





Is this association of inordinate power and productivity with equally inordinate vio-

lence and destruction a purely accidental one? In the working out of this parallel and

in tracing of the archetypal machine….I found that many obscure irrational manifes-

tations in our own highly mechanized and supposedly rational culture became

strangely clari!ed. For in both cases, immense gains in valuable knowledge and

usable productivity were cancelled out by equally great increases in ostentatious

waste, paranoid hostility, insensate destructiveness, hideous random extermination.

L E W I S  M U M F O R D

not as bleakly cynical as Mumford’s vision, Ellen’s brilliantly imagined

and painstakingly produced work invokes and re-enacts dystopic

places, technological follies, extreme vernacularism, and desperate

futility. The ungainly, often anomalous structures’ faltering

proportions, awkward joints, and stilled movement in her drawings

and sculpture are captivating and alarming. More pointedly, the drawings’ layers of

deliberate and errant marks engulfed in "uid layers convey an often unsettling

vision of the world of things as surrogates for the needs, desires, and miscalculated

ambitions of the human condition. They represent cycles of discovery and exploita-

tion, development and displacement—the contradictions and complexities of

progress in a miasma of ruins. 

One way to describe this transformation of the world whose great accelerations



came in the 1830s, the 1870s, and the age of the computer is an increasing

abstraction. Those carried along on technology’s currents where less connected to

local places, to the earth itself, to the limitations of the body and biology, to the

malleability of memory and imagination … It was as though they sacri!ced the

near to gain the far.

R E B E CC A  S O L N I T

Solnit writes about 19th century technology as a metaphor for the then, now, and

the future. Ellen’s work time-travels with comparable—companionable eloquence

and urgency. As Solnit suggests and, I believe Ellen’s work con!rms: There are in!nite

ways to measure what has been gained and what has been lost, and only one clear

thing: the world is utterly changed.

Patricia C. Phillips, March 2010
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